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Introduction

Process analytical technology (PAT), and its predecessor process analytical chemistry (PAC), includes
chemometric analysis and modeling based on appropriate data quality with respect to what sensor signals/
measurements [X,Y] represent in the industrial process setting. Both [X,Y] data must be acquired by representative sampling, ensuring accuracy with respect to lot characteristics and precision with respect to all
non-eliminated sampling and analytical errors. Chemometric data models must closely adhere to reliable
performance validation, for example regarding prediction, classification, or time forecasting. Without representative process sampling the chain of evidence versus lot characteristics is flawed because of inherent
material heterogeneity at all scales. This applies both to samples as well as sensor signals. It is not possible
to correct for nonrepresentativity deficiencies in subsequent data analytical modeling. Since analytical errors
typically are one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the combined sampling errors, the dominant aspect
of ‘data quality’ is in practice almost entirely dependent upon sampling.
From the theory of sampling (TOS), a working minimum of principles are delineated for both zerodimensional (0-D, batch sampling) as well as one-dimensional (1-D) lots (process sampling), including
heterogeneity characterization, systematization of eight sampling errors and seven practical sampling unit
operations (SUO) with which to combat heterogeneity [1]. A summary of the salient criteria to be met in
order to satisfy these demands in the PAT regimen is presented. The effect of nonrepresentative sampling
manifests itself as an inconstant sampling bias, which in the sampling instant can neither be estimated nor
corrected for. Nonrepresentative sampling also leads to inflated sampling imprecision (reproducibility),
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which, if unnoticed, leads to futile, and unnecessary, data modeling efforts. In nearly all situations however,
sampling errors can be significantly reduced and the sampling bias can in fact be completely eliminated by
respecting a simple set of SUOs and guidelines. These issues are not solved by buying a new piece of equipment however, as many current OEM products fail to respect the TOS, as is illustrated here.
A systematic approach is described for practical process sampling which is based on in-depth knowledge
of the specific variability of 1-D lots (process lots). An introductory catalogue of typical sampling misunderstandings and equipment fallacies is presented along with the only current setup for representative process
sampling (upstream sampling) which is based on existing process technology. Selected practical examples
illustrate the use of 1-D variography to design optimal sampling protocols for a variety of typical PAT situations. Variography is also an important quality control (QC) and quality assurance (QA) tool which can be
deployed for both absolute as well as relative QC/QA monitoring.
PAT was originally greeted with near euphoria due to modern sensor technologies: instead of having to
extract samples and laboriously get them to the analytical facility (be it at-line or in the central laboratory)
one now has only to install appropriate sensor technologies directly in the flowing stream of matter. Imagine
having only data in the form of signals, ready-made for chemometric calibration. The only facility lacking
was a standard multivariate calibration, which explains the enormous initial PAT popularity within chemometrics. Alas, many unresolved issues and problems went unnoticed – gradually manifested by a noticeable
reluctance in many communities (spectroscopic, chemometric, process analytical). By 2005 a comprehensive
overview addressed these issues squarely: ‘Chemometrics and PAT: What does it all mean1?’. Among many
insights and valuable issues, propositions and solutions for a more synergistic chemometrics-PAT interaction, there was one glaring sin-by-omission:
Statistics alone does not demonstrate cause and effect. The technical team (…) must explore the underlying principles causing variation within the data (…) to assess the fundamental causal process information. (…) The technical advantages of using chemometrics include: speed of obtaining real-time
information from data; the capability of extracting high quality information from less resolved data.
(…) Chemometric-based real-time measurements eliminate the greatest challenges to 100% compliance
and analytical accuracy for measuring a process – namely, sampling error.
This chapter can be viewed as a massive refutation, complete with all alternative solutions, of the fatal
flaw in the last sentence above. Chemometrics most emphatically does not eliminate sampling errors [sic].
This chapter deals with the necessity of representative sampling in the context of PAT. All PAT sensors
need to be calibrated with respect to relevant, reliable reference data (Y data). This presupposes that representative samples are at hand for this characterization – but sampled how? Additionally, X signals (X
measurements) need to be qualified as representative of the same volume as was extracted for Y characterization, or at least a sufficiently ‘well-matching’ volume. How does one demonstrate this in a quantitative
manner? If the quality of both X and Y data involved is suspect, how can a multivariate calibration be
expected to be trustworthy? This also includes the issue regarding proper validation of the chemometric
multivariate calibration(s) involved, which can only be resolved based on proper understanding of the phenomenon of heterogeneity. The TOS delivers answers to all these issues. The TOS constitutes the missing
link in PAT.
In response to the often heard misconception that sampling is but a statistical and practical issue, the
following contextualization is highly relevant for process monitoring and control. Statistical considerations

1

J. Workman Jr., Chemometrics and PAT: What does it all mean?, Spectroscopy special issue: The Role of Spectroscopy in Process
Analytical Technologies, 18–20, 22–23 (January 2005).
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include the accuracy of the analytical estimation with respect to a preselected level of tolerable risk or
uncertainty. It is understood and accepted that the lower the tolerable uncertainty, the more laborious sampling will have to be (the more costly, perhaps somewhat more ‘impractical’ than today’s procedures, which
do not originate from in-depth understanding of heterogeneity or representative sampling). It is essential to
be able to distinguish between a sampling bias – which can be reduced or eliminated following the TOS,
but which is often neglected due to ‘practical and economical reasons’ – and the remaining ‘statistical’
sampling variance. These aspects are clearly discriminated in the TOS’ definition of ‘representativity’.
Within the TOS’ framework it is fully possible to derive complete, objective, reliable estimates of the total
sampling errors (TSE) accompanying existing or suggested sampling plans and decide on the most appropriate sampling procedures. Nonstatistical considerations include such factors as financial, required resources
and time constraints. Unfortunately these often dominate or dictate many current sampling protocol designs
(ISO, CEN, etc.), with the consequence that more approximate sampling protocols with large risks and de
facto unknown uncertainties are routinely used – ostensibly ‘to save time and money’. While it is not the
responsibility of scientists to define the acceptable risk threshold (this is a company, corporate, agency or
political responsibility), science would be remiss if it did not elucidate the very serious consequences of
irresponsible, voluntary, slack acceptance of only these nonstatistical issues.
The purpose of sampling is to obtain a mass-reduced sample which is representative with respect to the
lot: representativity concerns both accuracy and precision. The TOS gives strict definitions of all necessary
concepts and terms needed to obtain representative samples. However, there will always be a certain
minimum influence from sampling errors leading to an inherent uncertainty in the analytical results. The
job of the TOS is to reduce this fundamental sampling error to its absolute minimum. While it may appear
easy to grab an(y) indiscriminate lot portion conveniently at hand and to analyze it, often with the best
analytical method available, such ill-reflected, simplistic extraction and the subsequent analytical results will
in reality be worthless if the sampling process is not representative. Contrary to this grab sampling approach,
the TOS stipulates always to employ compositing several increments from the lot. According to the TOS,
all nonrepresentatively mass-reduced lot portions should rather be termed ‘specimens’ to clearly distinguish
them from representative ‘samples’.
In order to appreciate process sampling a minimum of the principles behind batch sampling of so-called
0-D lots is needed first. Following is a basic introduction with full referencing to the background sampling
literature [1–14].

3.2

Theory of Sampling – Introduction

Representativity is intimately related to the concept of heterogeneity. From a distance, the material in a
batch, stockpile, truck load, reactor or pipeline may at first glance appear more or less homogeneous; that
is, all constituents are apparently identical. Constituents are the smallest elements that remain indivisible
during the selection process. In the TOS these are called fragments, which may be grains, particles, molecules
or ions, as the case and scale may be. On closer inspection, it will become obvious that visual differences
are often observable, and moving down to the level of each fragment, especially as concerns their composition, lots and materials are very nearly always significantly heterogeneous. This is only a matter of scale,
as all fragments will in practice never be strictly identical. Differences with respect to composition, shape,
size, density, etc. will always occur. Within practical sampling, the term homogeneous should be discarded,
as it is only a theoretically interesting limiting case, never encountered for any naturally occurring
material.
Practical sampling makes use of an increment, which may, or may not be identical to a sample. Composite
samples are by definition made up of several increments.
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From direct inspection of any lot portion alone, it is not possible to ascertain whether it is a representative
sample, or a specimen only. Focus must instead be exclusively on the sampling process. The basic prerequisite for a representative sampling process is that all potential increments from a batch, container, or pipeline
have the same probability P of being selected, and that the elements selected are not altered in any way
after the sample/increment has been taken. Furthermore, all elements that do not belong to the batch or
container must have zero probability of being selected, for example, leftovers at the bottom of the lot, or
leftovers in the sampling equipment from previous increments/batches (cross-pollution).
The relative sampling error is defined as:
e=

aS − aL
aL

(3.1)

in which aS is the analytical grade of the sample (mass of analyte divided by the total mass of the sample)
and the analytical grade aL is the mass of analyte divided by the total mass of the lot.
A sampling process is said to be accurate if the average sampling error me practically equals zero.
Likewise the sampling process is said to be reproducible (high precision) if the variance of the sampling
error is less than a small predetermined value, se2 ≤ s02 . Accuracy concerns the sufficient reduction of the
deviation between the sample grade and the true lot grade. A significant systematic error manifests itself as
the dreaded sampling bias.
The notion representative is a composite property of the mean square error, which includes both the
systematic (bias) and random part (statistical) of the sampling error [2]:
re2 = me2 + se2

(3.2)

The TOS defines as correct any sampling procedure which is accurate (property of the mean). If it is also
reproducible (property of the variance) then it may be qualified as representative. The central issue is then
that even for truly representative sampling, in practice any specific analytical result aS is an estimate of the
true (average) aL only. This is due to the influence of the fundamental sampling error (FSE), more of which
below.
The random component of the sampling error, represented by the variance, tends to decrease when averaging over a large number of samples. The systematic part, however, does not. It is essential to assure an
accurate (hence unbiased) sampling process in order to cancel the systematic part of the sampling error.
When – and only when – such correct sampling is in place, the potential in the TOS lies in characterizing
and minimizing or eliminating as many of the remaining sampling error variances as possible, that is, bringing the sampling variance in statistical control.
A sampling situation is also classified according to the specific spatial nature of the material being
sampled. TOS operates with 0-, 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional lots (0-D, 1-D, 2-D, 3-D) [1–4]. In 0-D sampling,
the lot (batch of material) sampled is definite in space. A 0-D lot can be manipulated – at least in principle
– by for example, mixing. But the defining characteristic is that there is no intrinsic spatial autocorrelation
between individual potential increments. Examples of 0-D lots include containers, big bags, truckloads of
material, heaps, batches. Reactor vessels, while clearly constituting 3-D frameworks, may – for some sampling considerations – also be envisaged to enclose 0-D lots according to the above definition. No confusion
need arise in specific cases (however, close attention shall be given below regarding ambiguous cases).
For 1-D sampling, one dimension in space dominates the lot completely as all increments extend fully
over the other two physical dimensions, and there is a natural linear order between increments. Conveyor
belts and process pipelines transporting a material flux are the two most important examples of 1-D lots.
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Process sampling in time forms a complete analogue to sampling along a geometrical/geographical 1-D
direction.
Caveat: In 2-D and 3-D lots, where two and three dimensions are dominating, refer to larger and/or more
complex, spatial bodies. The dimensions in 3-D lots are all of equal importance and the dimensionality can
hence not be reduced. Examples of 3-D lots are geological formations, such as mineral deposits and large,
isolated, piles such as shiploads, and stockpiles that are too big to be manipulated for sampling purposes
without excessive effort. For 2-D lots the depth dimension can sometimes be considered of vanishing importance. 2-D lots in practice are often flattened. 3-D lots include strata bound formations or the content of a
storage bed. Other examples come from the environmental realm, e.g. when taking soil samples of constant
depth (or from a constant depth interval) for all increments. True 3-D lots are always difficult to sample
representatively. For large material lots, such as mineral deposits, the discipline of geostatistics provides a
viable solution. This chapter shall henceforth deal only with 0-D and 1-D lots.
3.2.1

Heterogeneity

All materials are heterogeneous at two distinct levels: compositionally and spatially. It is necessary to fully
understand the intricacies of the phenomenon of heterogeneity in order to be able to counteract this characteristic of all lots/materials. Lot/material heterogeneity, together with sampling process deficiencies (measures against which are fully delineated below), are the sole reasons for all sampling errors.
There exist a few classes of materials that would appear exempt from the stringent principles and rules
regarding naturally occurring materials delineated in this chapter: ‘fine’ or ‘pure’ chemicals, reagents,
powders and liquid solutions. Fine powders can be of uniform composition, with sampling variability less
than any predetermined threshold, say, 1% (rel.) or less, either because they have been manufactured for
this specific purpose (production of reagent grade fine/pure chemicals inevitably includes the most thorough
mixing conceivable) or because of exceedingly thorough comminution and mixing as part of the process.
Certified reference materials (CRM) fall into this category. Liquid solutions are even easier to mix as they
show compositional heterogeneity only at the molecular level. Thus analytical chemistry often differentiates
sampling of ‘homogeneous’ liquid solutions prepared from mixing chemicals in the laboratory. Uniform
materials are the only other case in which the sampling bias problems dealt with here are practically absent.
Sampling of such materials does not give rise to specific problems and can be accomplished on the basis of
conventional statistics, in which the precision is proportional to the inverse square root of the number of
samples. Statistical reference works and textbooks on analytical chemistry deal comprehensively with this
ideal situation. While the above classes of materials undoubtedly exist, they are but rare exceptions to the
complete suite of materials that are analyzed using PAT approaches, however. Thus the PAT expert is not
exempt from being fully conversant regarding the TOS and its derived practical sampling principles.
In what follows below a distinction is made between two distinct scale levels with which to view any lot:
a fragment level and an increment level. It will be necessary to contemplate the lot at these scale levels to
be able to define the following two key features:

•
•

constitutional heterogeneity: CH – for the lot, termed CHL
distributional heterogeneity: DH – for the lot, termed DHL.

3.2.2

Constitutional heterogeneity

The CH is an intrinsic property of the material to be sampled, in which the individual units (particles, grains,
etc.) are considered unalterable and indivisible (if comminuted by the sampling process. The TOS calls all
such units fragments.
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Sampling Unit: Group of fragments

Figure 3.1 Principle illustration of scale-related concepts of constitutional and distributional heterogeneity. The
constitutional heterogeneity, CHL, expresses all between-fragment compositional differences in the entire lot,
while the distributional heterogeneity, DHL, reflects all between-increment (between-group) compositional differences, which can be seen as covering the entire spatial geometry of the lot.

A lot (material) has a homogeneous constitution only when all units are strictly identical, while termed
heterogeneous if otherwise.
The amount of heterogeneity h carried by one fragment, Fi, and mass Mi, is defined as:
hi =

( ai − aL ) Mi
⋅
aL
Mi

(3.3)

The constitutional heterogeneity of all NF fragments in a lot can therefore be described as:
CH L = s2 ( hi ) =

1
NF

∑h

2
i

(3.4)

i

The essential feature is that CHL is defined as the variance of all heterogeneity contributions from all
fragments which together make up the whole lot (Figure 3.1).
If one lot portion is extracted alone (below to be termed a ‘grab sample’), this can never constitute a
representative sample by itself, due to the intrinsic constitutional heterogeneity displayed by any heterogeneous material at large. Any two such specimens can never give rise to identical analytical results. The specific
sampling error arising from this nonconstant material heterogeneity is termed the FSE. Constitutional heterogeneity is a material characteristic related to the differences in composition between the fundamental,
smallest inseparable fragments making up the total lot. Since this heterogeneity is intrinsic, mixing and socalled ‘homogenization’ has no effect on it.
3.2.3

Distributional heterogeneity

The DH appears at a larger scale when dealing with different increments (in the TOS, groups of spatially
neighboring fragments) and their interrelationships. Distributional heterogeneity is thus the most direct
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concern because all sampling in practice is carried out by extracting increments. DH is nil if the samples
consist of single fragments only, which in practice are never relevant. DH can therefore be viewed and used
to characterize the added variability stemming from the practical necessity of sampling some ‘practical’
sampling volume. To be stringent this sampling volume shall be known as the increment volume (or the
increment mass) in the following. The increment volume is the singular scale level of importance in practical
sampling.
DH is ultimately related to the constitutional heterogeneity. But much more importantly, it takes
account of the spatial heterogeneity between all potential increments making up the lot from the practical
sampling point of view. This aspect of lot heterogeneity is affected by the omnipresent gravitational force
pervading our environment as well as by any agent or force involved in the making of the lot. Macroscopic
lot heterogeneity is very often created when the lot is made up/laid up in the first place, while the mesoscopic
spatial heterogeneity is more a matter related to the aggregate behavior of the particular material in question.
If the lot is subjected to forceful mixing, DHL is reduced. By contrast, segregation leads to an increase in
DHL.
The heterogeneity carried by an increment within the lot can be described by an analogous equation as
for the fragments. Observe however the critical step up in scale, from fragments to increments, for which
reason the index now refers to increments, n:
hn =

( an − aL ) M n
⋅
aL
Mn

(3.5)

where Mn is the mass of increment n and the average mass of all increments in the lot (for a theoretical
analysis, these quantities can be considered known).
The distributional lot heterogeneity, DHL, can then be defined as the variance of the heterogeneity between
all increments (groups), s2(hn); there are NG groups making up the lot.
DH L = s2 ( hn ) =

1
NG

∑h

2
n

(3.6)

n

In the TOS, DHL can also be expressed as a derived function of the constitutional heterogeneity (CHL)
in which the spatial, distributional heterogeneity is characterized using a grouping factor Y (for all practical
purposes equal to the average number of fragments in each group in the lot) and Z, a segregation factor. Z
takes the value 1 for fully segregated material and 0 for completely homogeneous material.
DH L = s2 ( hn ) = CH L ×

1 + YZ
1+ Y

(3.7)

From this formula it transpires that distributional heterogeneity is always larger than zero, and that
CHL ≥ DHL, that is, the distributional heterogeneity is always smaller than the constitutional heterogeneity.
DHL is only ever nil, if the lot constitution could indeed have been homogeneous.
With all naturally occurring materials always being heterogeneous, sampling operations will thus inevitably result in an augmented sampling error. The added error (exceeding FSE) associated with the spatial
distribution of the groups of fragments within the lot material (increments) is termed the grouping and
segregation error (GSE).
Sampling of 0-D lot material will thus be characterized by sampling error variances dependent upon:
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random fluctuations between fragments (CHL)
errors generated as a result of the physical sampling extraction of increments. This is tantamount to the
sampling process itself producing errors.(as is further discussed below)
grouping and segregation, i.e. the spatial distribution of heterogeneity (DHL).

Assuming that sampling is carried out correctly (elimination of all sampling process errors themselves),
the 0-D sampling errors associated with the material alone are:
CSE = FSE + GSE

(3.8)

In the process sampling context, this sum is often also termed PIE1 (see further below).
Heterogeneity in 0-D lots thus covers both small-scale fluctuations within all (potential or realized) increments as well as intermediate and long-range concentration fluctuations spanning the gamut of the entire
inner geometry, or volume, of the lot.
In 1-D lots focus is specifically on these long(er)-range variations along the dominant space or time
dimension. Here GSE is augmented by the possible existence of trends and/or periodicities as specific additional DHL manifestations. Such lots are either elongated, continuous material streams or nonrandom and
discontinuous sample series, such as manufactured units.
The above constitutes the heterogeneity framework for process sampling. Industrial 1-D lots (manufacturing, processing) are generated by chronological operations, for example reflecting raw materials, manufacturing, or processing fluctuations. Besides always including the increment-scale fluctuations (called PIE1)
they will potentially also reflect long-range (trending) (called PIE2) and/or cyclic fluctuations (called PIE3),
if present. In the process sampling domain, a new, regularized terminology has recently been proposed by
Pitard and Esbensen, termed PIE (process increment error, or process integration error)2.
Thus heterogeneity fluctuations on all relevant scales lead to the following complete array of correct errors
for sampling in the general one-dimensional, process scenario:
PIE = PIE1 + PIE 2 + PIE 3

(3.9)

The sampling bias is different each time another increment is extracted and it follows no statistical tractable distribution [1–7,14]. It is therefore not possible to use any conventional statistical bias correction
rationale [1–7,14]. This issue constitutes the salient distinction between statistics and the TOS. It is an
unfortunate myth that ‘statistics can resolve sampling issues’, no doubt reflecting the possibility that ‘sampling’ in the strict statistical sense may lead to some form of bias correction. The present chapter makes
every effort to distinguish between statistical sampling (from a population of identical, or similar units) and
physical sampling (from a heterogeneous lot, in which a similar concept of a set of such units does not
exist), for which the TOS must be invoked.
The primary objective regarding sampling of heterogeneous materials and lots is therefore to respect all
TOS’ specifications needed in order for the sampling process to be unbiased. Failure to do so will by nature
generate one or more of a set of three sampling errors specifically related to the sampling process itself.
Collectively these are termed the incorrect sampling errors, ISE, which together with FSE and GSE make

2

This new terminology is proposed jointly in the present publication and in Pitard: ‘Pierre Gy’s Theory of Sampling and C.O. Ingamell’s
Poisson Process Approach – Pathways to Representative Sampling and Appropriate Industrial Standards’. Doctoral thesis, Aalborg
University, campus Esbjerg (2009). ISBN: 978-87-7606-032-9.
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up the basic five 0-D sampling errors. PIE2 and PIE3 constitute two additional errors specifically related to
process sampling only. All told, a complement of eight sampling errors suffice for all sampling issues to be
fully delineated (the occasional increment weighing error (IWE) is commented upon below).
3.2.4

Structurally correct sampling

If handed a sample in the laboratory, it is impossible to tell based on the sample itself if it is representative
of the lot from which it was extracted (a true ‘sample’) or not (‘specimen’). Consequently, all efforts should
initially be directed to the sampling process until it can be unambiguously documented that what results are
representative samples only. This dictum applies for both 0-D as well as 1-D sampling; and it applies equally
for sensor signals. TOS’ main objective is to deliver all the necessary principles behind designing representative sampling processes as well as outlining a foolproof quality assurance system. The sampling process is
itself error generating at every sampling stage, including the apparently innocent materials’ handling operations such as splitting, sample preparation. A unified approach is presented, in which all sampling errors
shall be characterized in an effective, systematic fashion. By focusing on how the eight sampling errors
originate and interrelate, it is possible to simplify how to address essentially all types of sampling issues
and problems, PAT sampling being no exception.
3.2.5

Incorrect sampling error

The first two errors described above are summarily called the correct sampling errors (CSE) in both 0-D
and 1-D sampling contexts.
CSE = FSE + GSE

(3.10)

In contrast, the sampling process itself gives rise to three complementary so-called incorrect sampling
errors (ISE), to be delineated in full as these constitute the main culprits with respect to all practical sampling
if no action towards their elimination is taken.
Since sampling essentially is a forced statistical selection process (groups of fragments → increments),
this must be performed without compromises with regards to lot-sample representativity. Thus far it has
been tacitly assumed that it is always possible to follow the basic principle of structurally correct sample
extraction to the extreme, that is, all fragments of the lot are submitted to the selection process with an equal
probability P of being selected (the ideal sampling process). However, for practical reasons, it is necessary
to implement every sampling process so that it results in a materialized increment (the practical sampling
situation) extracted from the lot in a single operation.
This materialization is achieved by first defining the increment to be extracted – an operation termed
increment delimitation. After this, the increment must be physically extracted. These two operations are
sampling processes each associated with potential errors which are termed the increment delimitation error
(IDE) and the increment extraction error (IEE) respectively.
3.2.6

Increment delimitation error

Within process sampling, a correctly delineated increment consists of a cross-section of the stream of matter
defined by two parallel boundaries. This ensures that no part of the lot is represented in higher or lower
proportions than any other in successive increments, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Correct and incorrect increment delimitation in process sampling. Generic illustration (e.g. of a
conveyor belt). The three examples to the left are all delineated correctly with parallel sampling implement
boundaries, while the remaining three cannot deliver a correct (nonbiased) transverse cut of the 1-D stream.
Repeated sampling results in unbalanced transverse proportions of the flux of matter, the effect of which is IDE
and IME.

3.2.7

Increment extraction error

All material located within the correctly delineated increment boundaries must be extracted in toto. In order
to avoid generating an additional sampling error performing this operation, the IEE, one must ensure that
nothing other than what is residing inside the increment is actually extracted. In practice this means that all
fragments having their center of gravity inside the delimitated increment must be included in the extraction
process and vice versa (Figure 3.2). This principle is known as the center-of-gravity rule (or the rebounding
rule for fragment in a falling stream). The actual extraction of an increment from a correctly delimited area
is exemplified in Figure 3.3, which presents the general principle. (For full application details, see references
1–7, 9, 14 for a wide range of examples across the entire process industry sector.)
IEE quantifies the errors associated with physical increment extraction from the delineated sampling
volume. Any deviation from the center-of-gravity rule will inevitably lead to an extraction error, which can
be substantial with many types of particulate materials, or slurries. Obviously, these errors, IDE and IEE,
have more influence the more (highly) heterogeneous materials in question.
3.2.8

Increment preparation error

The last ISE error arises if/when the sample is altered after extraction, for instance by absorbing moisture,
by spillage, by cross-contamination, or by anything else that inadvertently happens to a sample after selection and materialization. The term increment preparation error (IPE) also includes errors induced during
operations such as mixing, comminution, and transportation and in addition all handling of increments
between the sampling stages as well as all of the processes commonly known in the analytical laboratory
as ‘sample handling and preparation’. It is better to remove this from the analytical laboratory quality control
obligation. To avoid fragmentation, it is preferable to have the complete sampling responsibly in the TOS
regimen alone.
The ISE is simply the sum of IDE, IEE and IPE:
ISE = IDE + IEE + IPE

(3.11)

This triplet gets it collective name (ISE) from the fact that the errors only arise when the sampling process
is carried out in an incorrect fashion. The good news is that they can all be virtually eliminated (but only
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of correct increment materialization for particulate matter. Open fragments outside the
delineated cut should not be part of the increment, while filled-in fragments should be included. In reality, fragments with their center of gravity outside the implement boundaries are not to be extracted – and vice versa.
The bottom panel shows two incorrectly excluded fragments. For full details see [1–7,9,14].

with a dedicated and never inconsequential workload expenditure). By contrast, the correct sampling errors
(CSE), a perhaps puzzling name at first sight, are indeed aptly named as these sampling errors occur even
in the situation in which all sampling is performed correctly. A correct sampling procedure is consequently
defined by the requirement:
IDE = IEE = IPE = 0

(3.12)

IDE and IEE are random variables, whilst IPE is nonrandom, being generated accidentally and is hence
nonstatistical in nature.
3.2.9 Increment weighting error
Whenever increment/sample masses are not identical, estimation of the total lot mass, aL must be done as
a weighted mean from the analytical results, lest an additional IWE be introduced.
aL =

∑M

a

m m

ML

(3.13)

Usually IWE does not pose grave problems, if suitable countermeasures have been contemplated a priori.
In process sampling obtaining a constant increment mass has many advantages, and is thus often given a
high priority. For practical purposes, this can be considered effectuated if the relative variation between
increment masses remains below, say, 20% [2,3,9,14]. In order not to confuse the process issues needlessly,
below we shall assume that all IWE issues have been dealt with properly (i.e. eliminated).
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3.2.10

Total sampling error

Thus the TOS introduces both the correct and incorrect sampling errors, CSE and ISE. At all particular
sampling stages, these combine to the total sampling error (TSE):
TSE = CSE + ISE

(3.14)

which (for each sampling stage) can be written out in full (0-D and 1-D):
TSE = FSE + GSE + PIE 2 + PIE 3 + IDE + IEE + IPE

(3.15)

PIE2 and PIE3 are of concern only for 1-D lots (process sampling), since both the long-range heterogeneity
(PIE2) and the cyclic heterogeneity (PIE3) have no meaningful counterparts in 0-D lots.

3.2.11

Global estimation error

For the sake of completeness, of course analytical results also include the total analytical error (TAE) in
addition to all sampling errors. The sum of these two categories is termed the global estimation error (GEE),
which thus includes all possible errors which could ever be of interest in PAT:
GEE = TSE + TAE

(3.16)

This chapter will not deal with TAE, as analytical errors are amply dealt with elsewhere in the specific
chapters on the individual analytical techniques as well as in the voluminous general pertinent analytical
chemistry literature.
Caveat: There is a world of difference in having the full complement of all eight TOS sampling errors with
which to analyze, characterize and improve sampling processes and the all-under-one-hat empirical approach
termed ‘measurement uncertainty’, which can only demonstrate the magnitude of sampling error influences.
By itself this remains a futile exercise; one still needs the conceptual and analytical understandings from
TOS in order to be able to reduce the unacceptably large total errors.

3.3

Mass Reduction as a Specific Sampling Procedure

The focus of process sampling very often is on selecting the final, conveniently small, analytical sample
mass as early as possible in the sampling process, preferentially directly as part of the primary sampling.
Contrary to this easy way out (essentially grab sampling, see Figure 3.9 and below) it is infinitely more
in compliance with the goal of process monitoring to focus on how to make the primary sample be representative – even if this means procuring an apparently ‘oversize’ sample. This dictum necessitates that
primary sample masses subsequently can always be reduced to the desired level commensurate with analysis.
This section briefs on the principles and equipment types for representative mass reduction. Indeed this is
always possible, although practically never simultaneously with taking the primary sample.
Any mass reduction method must be in compliance with the fundamental sampling principle, that all parts
of the lot (or subsample) have equal probability of ending up in the final sample (or subsample) for
analysis.
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An extensive benchmark study has been carried out in order to identify the optimal mass reduction
principle(s) [6]. This was achieved by assessing and validating the almost universally used mass reduction
approach, grab sampling, as opposed to a comprehensive series of more advanced techniques and methods,
17 in total. All techniques and methods were tested with regard to a full suite of quality parameters, some
scientifically important, others related to cost and minimizing practical operating conditions and expenses.
The most important merit of any mass reduction method is the ability to deliver an unbiased split of material
with the smallest possible variation in repeated runs subject to the best possible accuracy. These two features
are summed up in the TOS’ quantitative measure of representativeness.
The principal types of mass-reduction techniques and methods investigated covered:

•
•
•
•

grab sampling (a single increment is used as the sample).
fractional and alternate shoveling (dividing sequentially into two (alternate) or more batches, scoop by
scoop).
riffle splitters, with varying number of chutes, chute width, feeding mechanism, dust minimizing systems.
rotational dividers in which samples are distributed over radial chutes by a rotating feeding nozzle;
rotational splitters are also based on the riffle-splitting principles; rotational splitters are by far the most
often used with on-line process sampling mass-reduction equipment.

Petersen et al. [6] give a complete evaluation of all approaches and instrument types on the market, which
resulted in an overall ranking. The conclusions and recommendations are clear and unambiguous: any
method involving manual shoveling, grabbing or similar simplistic selection of some material is by far the
worst, in fact totally unacceptable. This includes grab sampling, fractional shoveling, alternate shoveling
and all variants hereof. Only riffle splitters are optimal under all conditions or methods based on the same
underlying principle, namely that all material is distributed uniformly over an equal number of equally sized
chutes. This design facilitates a representative split into well-specified portions of the original material (lot).
Standard riffle splitters end up with two identical 50% portions, necessitating a stepwise iterative procedure
to achieve larger reduction ratios. This is easily evaded using the slightly more technical rotating dividers
(‘Vario dividers’), where the total sample mass can be reduced to a smaller proportion sample and larger
proportion (waste or bypass), as all chutes are used many times over. This principle is identical to using a
static riffle splitter in sequence, only many more times over, achieving a very high number of effective
chutes in operation. The riffle-splitting principle is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
It is crucial that all mass-reduction equipment is operated correctly. There are a number of very practical
rules to be followed when using any of the acceptable devices. Neglecting one or more of these will cause
the entire mass reduction to be biased, and result in unnecessarily large variation. Although Petersen and
colleagues [6] on the surface primarily deal with stand-alone, laboratory bench type equipment, the principles
derived must apply equally well for any type of on-/at- or in-line mass reduction that can be contemplated
in the PAT context.
A salient example from the process sampling realm is therefore given here. In the routine PAT laboratory
it was desired to perform a mass reduction as part of the process of transporting a powder material. A bypass
stream was established and on this the device depicted in Figure 3.5 is supposed to deliver: one 10% subsample, another 25% subsample, with the remaining 65% (‘reject’), fed back to the main stream.
Unfortunately the design of this ‘splitter’ flies against all TOS’ mass-reduction principles. This device is
unable to counteract radial as well as peripheral heterogeneity in the cross section of the falling stream
of matter. (No attempt was made to homogenize the stream before this splitter device was in place either.)
This device is designed on the wrong assumption that the cross-section of the falling stream of matter is
homogeneous at all times. Because this manifestly cannot be the case, potentially severe IDE is inherently
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Figure 3.4 Illustrations of the principle of correct (unbiased) riffle splitting. Riffle splitting (principle and equipment) constitutes the only representative mass-reduction procedure complying with the TOS. See [6] for a
comprehensive principles and practice guide.

Figure 3.5 Faulty designed device for ‘splitting’ a falling stream of powder material into a 10% subsample
(left), a 25% subsample (right) and a ‘reject’ (supposed to cover 65% in the central flow-through channel).
The design shown is structurally flawed for several reasons: only the material hitting the outer peripheral annulus
is split into the desired 10/25/65% proportions while the central part of the falling stream is selected as reject
in its entirety, disqualifying the ‘splitter’ from ever producing a representative split. See also Figure 3.6.

generated. Indeed in a particular production setting this faulty in-line subsampler perforce must result in the
product being ‘out of statistical production control’, which is quite wrong however – there is ever only a
sampling issue here.
Alternatively, a correctly designed, maintained and operated rotational splitter will solve all the IDE
weaknesses involved, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Rotational splitter. The falling stream impacts on the hopper (center panel) which guides the flux
through the rotating tube (left panel) meeting, in this case, 32 chutes per rotation. The devise is engineered to
be able to maintain a constant rotational velocity irrespective of the load. This feature allows for a vastly extended
number of effective chutes by problem-dependent hopper flux versus rotational velocity coordination. Illustration
of a so-called ‘vario divider’ courtesy ‘Rationel Kornservice’ [15].

3.4

Fundamental Sampling Principle

TSE has contributions from primary sampling as well as from all subsequent mass-reduction steps, i.e.
secondary, tertiary sampling stages. While much of the sampling effort is (or at least can be) under control
of the sampler, the part from constitutional heterogeneity is dependent on the material properties only. The
FSE cannot be altered for any given system (lot, geometry, material, state, size distribution). Altering FSE
necessitates physical intervention such as crushing or comminution, which are generally not options available in the on-line, real-time PAT context. Error contributions related to the spatial distribution of the material are dependent on the specific sampling procedure employed and whether correct counteractive measures
against the heterogeneity are invoked (e.g. mixing, composite sampling). There are many interesting possibilities for ‘smart’ sampling and/or sensor equipment, many of which can be correct. But this domain is
also ripe with many structurally flawed solutions which are incapable of delivering a representative increment, ‘elegant’ process technology engineering notwithstanding.
The imperative is always to respect that all extractions (all possible virtual increments) must have the
same selection probability. This is called the fundamental sampling principle (FSP), which must never be
compromised lest all possibilities of documenting accuracy (unbiasedness) of the sampling process are lost.
FSP implies potential physical access to all geometrical units of the lot, which is easily seen as much easier
to achieve in the process situation than in batch sampling cases. The TOS contains many practical guidelines
of how to achieve compliance with FSP [1–14], as praxis-codified in the seven sampling unit operations
outlined below.

3.5

Sampling – a Very Practical Issue

ISEs are the root cause of all sampling bias. Elimination of ISE is therefore of the highest priority for
all practical sampling. For process sampling the most frequent problems are associated with IDE. After
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elimination of ISE, the priority is achieving sufficient reduction of the sum of all CSE to a predetermined
level. All of this can only be accomplished by observing TOS’ guidelines for representative sampling. There
are many practical, mechanical aspects of this issue, all relatively simple, almost all trivial to implement in
isolation. The result can only be achieved however if all are properly recognized and acted upon (see Figures
3.11–3.20). The TOS literature deals at great length with all these issues, with a focus on explaining the
connection between the individual errors and how they can be minimized partially or completely in sampling
practice. The selected references below are comprehensive and sufficient for process sampling initiation
[1–14,16]. In-depth background references can be found in abundance herein.
3.5.1

Sampling unit operations

A set of sampling unit operations (SUOs) has been formulated recently to constitute the minimum set of
principles sufficient for all representative sampling [1,12–14]. From these one can derive specific procedures
regarding practical sampling, for batch sampling (0-D) as well as process sampling (1-D), although the
specific implementation scenarios differ [13,17]. These SUOs may perhaps be viewed analogously to
Maxwell’s four governing equations covering all of electromagnetism. Both sets of high-level principles
must be applied specifically in the relevant cases and instances.
The seven unit operations can be grouped according to their nature and use as follows:

•

•

Three general, overarching principles – normally utilized only in planning or optimization of sampling
procedures/campaigns:

transformation of lot dimensionality - transforming ‘difficult to sample’ 2-D and 3-D lots to ‘easy
to sample’ 1-D lots (sometimes 0-D transformed into 1-D lots as well)

characterization of 0-D sampling variation (‘replication experiments’)

characterization of 1-D (process) variation by variography.
Four practical procedures – often used several times over, in various problem-dependent sequences and
combinations during practical sampling:

lot, or sample, ‘homogenization’ by mixing or blending

composite sampling (striving for as many and as small as possible increments, subject to the largest
total sample mass which is practically possible, assuring the highest possible volumetric coverage
of the entire lot)

particle size reduction (comminution)

representative mass reduction.

For the present introduction to process sampling, the central SUOs will be illustrated and commented
upon where appropriate. The specific aspects of the TOS from which the individual SUOs are derived are
explained in the literature to any depth desired, complete with many application examples [1–7,12–14].
In the following, the focus is on how these SUOs can be applied to address process sampling in general,
and specifically to PAT sampling issues.
3.5.2 Understanding process sampling: 0-D versus 1-D lots
A comparison of the specific setup of correct and incorrect sampling errors for 0-D versus 1-D sampling
respectively is used to illustrate the specific process sampling issues. A schematic synopsis of the commonalities and differences involved is given in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
For the case of process sampling (1-D lots) the corresponding setup is depicted in Figure 3.8.
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IPE
FSE
CSE (0-D)
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TAE
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Figure 3.7 Sampling error relationships for the case of batch sampling (0-D). A core of correct sampling errors
(CSE) is embedded in a cloak of incorrect sampling errors (ISE). Representative sampling must start by eliminating all ISE.

FSE
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Figure 3.8 Sampling error relationships for the case of 1-D lots (process sampling) in which the core consists
of all 0-D sampling errors (CSE + ICS + TAE), in variography termed V(0), i.e. the zero-lag sampling variance
(see text). Two additional process sampling errors PIE2 and PIE3 add to the total error variance if not properly
eliminated/reduced. The objective of representative process sampling is to reduce V(0) maximally, to avoid PIE2
and PIE3, opening up for optimal fidelity in delineating process variability for process monitoring.
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Figure 3.9 Grab sampling in different practical manifestations (aggregate material), to which must be added
all PAT sensor ‘alternatives’ in Figures 3.12–3.14 dealing with fluids and slurries. All principal characteristics are
identical for physical sampling and signal acquisition: there is only sampling from ‘some part of the stream cross
section’. This creates IDE and therefore cannot result in representative sampling.

3.5.3

Grab sampling – 0-D and 1-D

Grab sampling is a fatal option in all sampling. Grab sampling has only one apparent virtue: the work
expenditure is guaranteed to be minimal. But everything else regarding grab sampling is wrong; it is incorrect and always biased. Grab sampling can never produce a representative sample. Suffice here to refer to
the sampling literature for complete documentation [1–14].
The accuracy of many analytical data reports is a mirage because unwitting negligence and false cost
consciousness have ensured that a ‘sample’ … taken with cursory swiftness has been examined with
costly precision.’ Kaye, Illinois Institute of Technology (1967)3.

C

3

Quoted in [2].
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Figure 3.10 Hallmark signature of significant sampling bias as revealed in chemometric multivariate calibrations
(shown here as a prediction validation). Grab sampling results in an unacceptably high, irreducible RMSEP.
While traditionally ascribed to ‘measurement errors’, it is overwhelmingly due to ISE.

Most process sampling is in fact nothing but blatant grab sampling in the specific 1-D context (Figures
3.9 and 3.10); see also [18] for illustration of the predominant analytical view, which often blurs this
understanding.
A chemometric aside: The result of grab sampling, or any other ISE-dominated ‘specimenting’, in the
context of multivariate calibration is shown in Figure 3.10. The depicted situation, in which RMSEP (root
mean square of error of prediction) cannot be brought under sufficient control, can be taken as a hallmark
signature of the effects of a sampling process [X,Y] which includes a significant bias. Contrary to much
current chemometric mythology, this is not due to measurement errors alone. Applied TOS contains many
examples in which the depicted deadlock was broken only by proper elimination of ISE.
An often heard claim is that this RMSEP is due to measurement errors without specifying whether this
is related to X (signals) or to Y (analytical errors), or both. In chemometric/PAT literature one can find many
issues which draw attention away from the grab sampling issue, for example, recurrent discussions on Xerror assumptions, – distributions, propagations and such like – which at best can only explain a (minor)
part of the X issue. However, the precision of the analytical equipment used in modern PAT is already of
the highest quality, that is, the X-signal errors (reproducibility) are already minimized from the outset. High
X-signal variance (X error) much most likely stems from the flux of material having significant heterogeneity
at the scale level of the probe head cross section. PAT’s stock solution here is to make use of a (very) high
number of scans to be averaged (X) as modern technology easily allows for hundreds, maybe even thousands
of scans, or averaging of consecutive measurements. But PAT probes and sensors are not a panacea, relieving one of the responsibilities with respect to the issue of localization and deployment representativity. These
problems are delineated in full measure below. The correct 1-D increment delineation is always, without
exception, a complete cross-section of the material flux or stream (Figure 3.2). A high number of scans in
the same nonrepresentative deployment location will not eliminate the fact that the probe sensing area only
records a multiscan average of the material that happens to stream by the probe’s narrow field of view. The
requirement for a simple probe head averaging to be representative would be a time-variable demonstration
that the entire cross section of the material flux involved is in a state of cross-sectional DHL homogeneity.
This has never been demonstrated for any sensor/probe, but see Figure 3.21 for a close try.
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The conclusion is inescapable: sensor/probe heads perform in a manner identical to grab sampling. There
is little sense in relying on physical specimens only, or specimen-signals, to characterize the entire cross
stream or product in the PAT context. Figure 3.16 is the case in point.
3.5.4

Correct process sampling: increment delimitation/extraction

Figures 3.11–3.20 are generic illustrations (representing both conveyor belts and pipelines) used to showcase
the specific SUOs needed in the PAT sampling context.
Figure 3.11 illustrates that correct process sampling cannot be realized based on taking only some of the
stream (cross-section) some of the time (top panel), nor by taking some of the stream (cross-section) all of
the time (center panel). Sampling a correctly delineated and fully materialized increment at regular intervals
presents the only option for ensuring representative samples (see Figure 3.2).
Taking these issues into the process sampling domain, Figures 3.12–3.14 show some of the many ways
in which ‘sampling valves’ are designed and implemented in current process technology. A fair estimate

Flow

Flow

Flow

Figure 3.11 Illustration of incorrect increment delineation leading to IDE (always generating a sampling bias)
in 1-D sampling from conveyor belts or pipelines. Top panel illustrates simplistic grab-sampling; center panel
shows the situation using a sampling valve with limited cross-sectional coverage (Figures 3.12–3.14); lower
panel illustrates time-varying IDE associated with variable cross-stream cutting; compare Figure 3.2.
Flow

Figure 3.12 Generic illustration of incorrect valve designs for the case of horizontal flow. In these examples
only part of the cross section of the stream is sampled all of the time; intermittent sampling/signal acquisition is
in no way better, see Figure 3.11. The sampling valves shown there offer no counteraction for gravitational
segregation and/or flow differentiation effects. All ‘solutions’ shown are structurally incorrect. A specific valve
opening design alone does not eliminate IDE.
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Flow

Flow

Flow

Figure 3.13 Generic illustration of incorrect valve deployment for the case of horizontal flow. In these examples
only part of the cross section of the stream is sampled. The sampling valves shown offer no counteraction with
respect to gravitational segregation and/or flow differentiation effects. All ‘solutions’ shown are structurally incorrect. A specific valve opening that does not cover the entire flow cross-section does not eliminate IDE.

Figure 3.14 Sampling valves (in reality ‘specimenting valves’) deployed in vertical flow settings: upward flow
(left), downward flow (right). Similar designs as in Figure 3.13 result in flawed, incorrect functionality due to
IDE, leading to extraction of nonrepresentative specimens. The alternative PAT situation employing sensors
instead of valves, but for horizontal flow, suffers from identical incorrect IDE problems, see Figure 3.16.

would be that these examples cover more than 90% of conventional sampling instrumentation. Simple TOS
analysis allows to state that in reality every ‘solution’ shown is faulty, failing most blatantly with respect
to incorrect increment delineation, for which reason they must perforce lead to nonrepresentative specimens
only. IDEs (sometimes IEE as well) abound, thus leading to an unacceptable sampling bias.
The very same faults are associated with flow in vertical pipeline segments, if based on the same valve
designs.
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“Sample”

“Sample”

Representative Sample
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Figure 3.15 Illustrations of popular ‘trapdoor’ sampling valve configuration in relation to vertical and horizontal/
inclined stream fluxes. The central top panel design purports to siphon off a ‘sample’ in the right downpipe at
intermittent intervals. Detailed TOS analysis leads to the conclusion that only the top right design eliminates
IDE. All other implementations are structurally incorrect, leading to nonrepresentative specimens only and must
therefore be rejected [1-4,12-14].

Current process technology is full of similar ‘solutions’ as shown above. A much used vertical deployment scenario is sampling from a falling stream, in which very many solutions on close inspection also fall
apart for the exact same IDE reasons. Thus Figure 3.15 illustrates various implementations of the popular
‘trapdoor’ sampling valve, four out of five fatally characterized by significant imbalances with respect to
the peripheral stream fluxes in relation to the opening/closing of the trapdoor mechanism. Only the top right
design allows for correct increment delineation (elimination of IDE) [1–4,12–14].
Current PAT approaches depend heavily on in-line/on-line/remote sensing sensors and probes ‘instead of
having to extract actual samples from the process’. A fair summary of the most popular PAT sensor/probe
designs and deployment strategies in a pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3.16 (and similarly for vertical flows).
From Figure 3.16 the message is clear: the smaller the inner piping diameter, the better possibilities for
PAT sensors/probes to be able to minimize (not eliminate) IDE and consequently also IEE.
3.5.5
C

PAT versus correct process sampling – what is required?

Close inspection reveals that most probe solutions are fraught with problems identical to those pertaining
to the above sampling valve issues (IDE and IEE). In fact, the effective analytical volume in front of the
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Figure 3.16 Illustration of incorrect sensor and probe head design (top, and deployment strategies (bottom).
There are numerous variations on the same theme(s), e.g. in vertical flows, but all alternatives need not be
shown as the design/deployment problems are identical: none are correct – as none eliminates IDE. Indeed
none have a field of view larger than a miniscule part of the cross section of the flow. Identical generation of
IDE holds also for vertical flow, compare Figure 3.14. Note that real-world conduit diameters are often significantly larger than shown here, which only exacerbates these IDE issues.

specific sensor or probe head is often significantly smaller than the physical increment volumes extracted
by an alternative sampling valve.
Detailed analysis of the specific sampling situations – physical extraction or sensor/probe signal acquisition – reveals the essence of both processes. Noncompliance with TOS’ principles for correct sampling leads
to unavoidable IDE/IEE with the result that a significant sampling bias is produced by the very sampling
process which was supposed to deliver high quality PAT reference data. All multivariate calibrations are
critically dependent upon the quality of the training set reference values (Y), which must have originated,
one way or another, by sampling. The initial PAT euphoria has come full circle: one is back to square one.
How does one procure representative samples and representative sensor signals? How does one approach
the often glaring mismatch between these different volume supports?
Comprehension of eight sampling errors and the simple set of seven SUOs will allow all process sampling
situations to be properly analysed and appropriate solutions (principles, design, equipment, implementation,
operation, quality control) to be derived.
When there is a significant IDE present, chances are high that this will produce IEE as well. (In the rare
cases this is not so, IDE alone creates a sampling bias.) IEE in the process sampling domain would e.g. be
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cross contamination between extracted samples (or specimens), lack of flushing of dead-stocks, clogging
effects etc. For PAT, sensor/probe solutions IEE takes the form of for example, clogging (caused by the
sensor’s obstruction of the flow), fouling or coating of the optical system, etc. Even though these are often
interrelated to a high degree, in principle these two sampling errors should always be addressed, and appropriate solutions found, individually [3]. This also applies to IPE, which is often more obvious to identify
and easier to correct for [1–4,14].

3.6

Reactors and Vessels – Identical Process Sampling Issues

The process sampling situations delineated above are not principally different regarding sampling from
processing reactors and vessels, etc. Figure 3.17 shows the situation regarding sampling in a typical process
reactor.
In a typical reactor context, sampling stations may be located at the reactor inlet, or outlet, or it may be
desired to sample directly from the reactor volume. Shown here are two valves at two different sampling
heights. From TOS’ principles it is clear that all sampling solutions shown are incorrect, leading to IDE. It
is unfortunately often unrealistic to simply assume that conventional stirring will always result in homogeneous reactor content. Faith, instead of verification, is all too often put into one form or another of the mixing
system as per OEM declarations. Stirring impellers are the most often used solution for reactor mixing.
Rarely, if ever, are systematic validations carried out to verify the actual degree of ‘homogeneity’ attained.
These would show that mixing in general is an overrated process. This issue is to a large degree correlated
with the specific rheological characteristics of the lot material. In vertical process reactors significant ‘dead
zones’ (shadow zones) are bound to develop, effectively outside reach of the mixing system. For obvious

Figure 3.17 Generic process reactor equipped with conventional sampling valves shown at typical deployment
localizations e.g. at reactor inlet, outlet or at different reactor heights. TOS analysis again results in rejection of
all sampling options shown here as no representativity with respect to the entire reactor volume can ever be
achieved.
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reasons the most important shadow occupies the bottom zone of the reactor. Depending on the details of
the design, there may be others. From a strict TOS point of view, sampling of process reactors constitutes
an impossible 3-D sampling problem – serious and well-meaning efforts of efficient mixing
notwithstanding.
The situation is exactly the same in trying to remedy these problems using alternative PAT sensor technologies. Employing sensors or probes only shifts the issues from physical sampling representativity to
identical sensor signal issues. Both approaches are fraught with unsolvable IDE (as well as potential IEE)
– Figure 3.18. The result in both cases is that nonrepresentative specimens or ditto signals are acquired
because of neglect of the critical issues regarding heterogeneity versusIDE/IEE in the process technological
design phase (reactor/vessel/piping design versus sampler/sensor deployment).
A classic mistake is well illustrated by the case of building a process analytical model, for example in
the form of a multivariate calibration, employing only secondary samples (X: spectroscopy; Y: laboratory
reference data) from the same primary sample(s) for the calibration. The likelihood of success is significantly
increased because the primary samples are split into X and Y subsamples which are the only ones appearing
in the chemometric model. This will succeed, or not, simply based on whether representative mass-reduction
problems are involved and solved, or not. The salient sampling bias, that is, the inaccuracy of the primary
samples with respect to the lot, has apparently vanished (at least in the minds of the ill-reflected PAT
modeler), but this is a mirage. While the model may well be acceptably validated according to all the traditions in chemometrics, it will not perform as well (it may even be totally useless) when supplied with new
primary samples, as their primary sample bias was never incorporated into the modeling. The model will
be dysfunctional depending on the magnitude of the left-out bias. References [20–24] discuss these issues
in more depth from different perspectives, all related to process sampling.

Figure 3.18 Generic process reactor alternatively equipped with PAT sensors or probes, shown at typical
deployment locations at reactor inlet, outlet and at different reactor heights. TOS analysis again results in rejection of all options presented. The critique leveled against incorrect PAT sensor deployment in ducted flow (Figure
3.16) applies in full force for reactor sampling as well.
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Correct process sampling with existing process technology

The general solution to all of problems illustrated above is to apply the most important SUO in process
sampling: lot transformation, in this case from 3-D to 1-D. It would be extremely valuable if it were possible
to solve (all) the above weaknesses based only on existing process technological elements; and this is actually the case to a significant degree. Below follows a description of the only general TOS-acceptable process
sampling solution: upward flux sampling.
PAT solutions are to a large degree based upon first successes mainly involving liquid solutions or uniform
materials (often powders) with only insignificant diversions from Beer’s law characteristics and fair to
excellent transmittance/absorbance characteristics for electromagnetic interaction, for example allowing
comparatively easy NIR quantification. First generation PAC applications of infrared spectroscopy as well
as other analytical techniques (by no means not all spectroscopic), are well covered by McClellan and
Kowalski [18]. As the PAC approach developed over time, significantly augmented by the US FDA PAT
initiative, applications have steadily broadened with the result that PAT today faces a range of nonideal
spectroscopic issues often up against a high degree of material variability. The scientifically prudent and
consistent approach is to treat all process sampling issues as if the heterogeneity involved is significant, that
is, that there is both cross-sectional as well as longitudinal (process) heterogeneity, and to deal with these
issue strictly following only TOS’ principles. This general attitude is inclusive and will work for all possible
cases; while eventual minor cases may crop up, no generalization must ever be based hereupon.
Since the TOS’ sampling principles for 1-D lots specifically are designed to cope with all types of process
sampling/materials issues, a unifying approach is recommended as described in Section 3.6.2. The operative
imperative is that all increments must be in the form of complete, edge-parallel cross-stream segments in
order to uphold the fundamental sampling principle. For today’s many cases of IDE-flawed pipeline and
reactor sampling (or the equivalent sensor deployments) (Figures 3.11–3.18), there actually is a remarkably
easy way out. Coincidentally, the prerequisites for its success are for the most part already in place in many
of the current process technological plant designs.
3.6.2

Upward flux – representative colocated PAT sampling

Consider first downward flow in a pipeline where significant heterogeneity must definitely be assumed. In
fact, this flow regimen results in the most accentuated differential radial and longitudinal flow segregation
possible. These effects will be progressively more adverse with increasing material heterogeneity; a strongly
irregular flow will quickly develop, bordering on the chaotic. Downward internal ducted flow is by far the
worst sampling scenario that can be encountered, but horizontal flow unfortunately does not involve any
principal difference with respect to the critical IDE and IEE issues. In general, all sampling from horizontal
and downward directional flows cannot ever meet the TOS criteria.
Consider now the only remaining flow situation – that of an upwardly flowing stream. Because of the
constantly opposing force of gravity, the radial expressions of a differential velocity field will be counteracted to a higher degree. Turbulence will also be dampened, and will develop at higher velocities relative
to downward flow, but there will of course still be a significant turbulent flow if the velocity is not very low
(laminar flow). Because of these characteristics, also helped by wall friction effects, upward-flowing stream
fluxes tend to be maximally self-mixing. Consequently, in upward-flowing pipeline streams the most effectively mixed fluxes of matter are found progressively further up along straight vertical pipeline segments.
From conventional hydrodynamics of internally ducted flow theory (and practice), the dictum is that it takes
a transportation length corresponding to some 40–60 diameters from a turbulence-generating locus (pump,
bend, confluence) to develop the most stable flow [25].
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From a practical process sampling point of view, this means that the longest possible upward pipeline
segment before sampling leads to optimal ISE reduction. For obvious reasons, extracting the sample cannot
make use of a trapdoor mechanism or similar. The simplest solution is that depicted in Figure 3.19, which
makes use of two co-operated butterfly valves regulating the flow in the main pipeline and the by-pass/
extractor respectively. When directed through the bypass, the increment materialized will precisely constitute
the stipulated TOS-correct cross-sectional segment of the flow.
The same geometrical IDE solution can be effectuated by several alternative but more complex valve
designs. A recent analysis of the issues of severely incorrect sampling valve design and effects for horizontal
flow can be found in [20].
Figure 3.19 shows an archetype 1-D stream sampling solution for ducted flow following the TOS principles completely – full elimination of IDE and IEE by use of the upward-flux pipeline sampler. Valve
rotations are prograde only, taking care of subtle IDE issues otherwise similar to trapdoor flaws. Flushing
of the dead stock(s) involved is not a particularly serious issue if/when appropriately recognized (always
problem-dependent). Both these features help eliminate IEE significantly; full elimination is always
possible.
For the case of ‘impossible’ 3-D reactor or vessel sampling, this upward-flowing pipeline sampler should
be implemented with the reactor in a recirculation loop configuration, as shown in Figure 3.20. The only
new requirement is a low-power pump, to be operated full-time for all systems where this is feasible.
This configuration has the important added benefit of ensuring significantly improved mixing of the reactor
contents. This feature cannot be over-emphasized. While the upward flow sampler originally was designed

Sampling position

Loop position

Figure 3.19 Generic ducted flow sampling solution completely respecting all TOS principles (elimination of
IDE and IEE). It is a prerequisite that appropriate flushing/cleaning measures (always problem-dependent) eliminate potential IPE in the bypass extractor segment.
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Sampling
position

Loop
position

Figure. 3.20 Colocation of correct upstream sampler and PAT sensor, shown here for a recirculation loop
configuration (right). The PAT sensor is deployed in upstream small-diameter piping with a field of view matching as best possible the same stream segment which is being sampled for reference analysis. This setup allows
for reliable multivariate calibration because of the colocated [X,Y] modalities.

to take care of the fatal IDE/IEE problems, it also led to a perhaps equally welcome bonus – a very significantly augmented mixing efficiency:
The material occupying the potentially worst dead zone along the vessel bottom (the potentially most
‘deviating’ composition on account of gravitative segregation) is the very material first being recirculated
by being passed back to the top levels where it will now be subject to conventional stirring with maximal
effect.
The self-mixing up-streaming recirculation loop ranks as the prime example of the SUO ‘lot transformation’ in which a 3-D lot (reactor) has been turned into an ‘easy to sample’ 1-D configuration (pipeline).
3.6.3

Upstream colocated PAT sampler

This configuration has still another potential bonus. For the upstream sampler, especially in the loop configuration, it is not advantageous to employ large-diameter piping. Indeed it is optimal to specifically use a
narrow diameter.
Enter the concept of process sampling colocation. The upstream sampling facility shown in Figure 3.19
can be fitted with any desired in-line PAT sensor or probe facility as well (Figure 3.20). By placing a probe
directly in the segment being sampled, the differential support mismatch between sampler and probe volume
(or field of view) can be deliberately minimized. There is now the largest possible match between the analytical mass (volume) intercepted by the sensor head and the mass (volume) of stream segment characteristics
as captured in the PAT signals. Note that it is very difficult to eliminate completely this support mismatch,
but the smaller the piping diameter the better. Specific requirements will dictate appropriate diameter specifications etc. In the situation in which this advantage is not enough, it is even possible to go to the extreme
and let the PAT-sensor field of view extend to cover the entire cross section (see Figure 3.21).
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Figure 3.21 Alternative PAT sensor configuration/deployment in bypass loop configuration. Note that the field
of view is here equal to the full stream cross section. Various combinations of the principles illustrated in Figures
3.20 and 3.21 offers convenient process technology flexibility to deal with just about any conceivable scenario
otherwise threatened by the traditional fatal IDE/IEE issues illustrated in this chapter.

The upstream colocated PAT sensor/sampler configuration furnishes the best bid for representative
process sampling based only on existing process technology elements. Careful, judicious upstream colocation engineering holds the key to significantly optimized process sampling in current systems. This setup
also makes it impossible to succumb to the pitfall of only calibrating on secondary subsamples.
For moving streams of particulate matter (aggregate matter, slurries), typically transported using conveyor
belts or similar horizontal agents (slides, trucks, railroad cars, etc.), the equivalent principal solution is the
cross-stream cutter, as is illustrated in Figure 3.22.
This case is well described, depicted and illustrated in the pertinent TOS literature, especially with reference to the mining, cement and other process industries [1–3,9–14,21] and need therefore not be dealt with
further here. Below the focus is on pipeline and reactor scenarios, specifically for liquid solutions and mixtures, slurries, powders and similar materials of more direct interest to the pharmaceutical and chemical and
related industries (food, feed, other).
While the types of lots to be sampled range across a disparate spectrum of materials and phases (1,2,3phase systems) from analytes in solutions (l), multiphase mixtures (l, s, slurries) to particulate (or solid)
aggregates – more often than not with highly significant grain-size ranges and distributions as well (from
powders to broken ore), they are specifically not to be treated individually on the traditional matrix-by-matrix
basis(sic). There is nothing special regarding the main types of materials encountered in the current PAT
context, which is precisely the theme developed in this chapter. For two other important process industry
domains see Nielsen et al. [22] for application of the TOS to the field of biomass conversion while Swanepoel
and Esbensen’s work [23] concerns wine making, both of which must be treated with identical approaches
as those pertaining to other slurries. These references address valuable experience regarding highly heterogeneous materials.
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Figure 3.22 Two realizations of cross-stream cutter solutions to process sampling involving significantly heterogeneous aggregate materials (broken ore, raw material, powders, intermediates, cement, waste, soil, other). The
gravity-driven, rotating cross cutter [left] does not comply with TOS’ requirements (highly detrimental IDE and
IEE), while the automated cross-stream cutter implemented at the terminal end of a conveyor belt [right] can be
easily optimized to eliminate all ISEs. See [3,14] for a broad discussion of all issues related to process industry
cross-stream sampler principles, and [11,21] for particular details.

It is the central tenet of the TOS that all lots and materials be treated following the same general set of
sampling principles: batch and process sampling both. Indeed all sampling situations can be analyzed comprehensively employing only the eight sampling errors. And all practical sampling procedures can be
designed, implemented and operated applying only the universal set of seven SUOs.
The remaining part of this chapter deals with the benefits stemming from TOS-guided process sampling. It
will be shown how correct primary 1-D sampling employing the powerful data analytical approach called
variogaphic analysis will allow unprecedented QC not only of the sampling itself but also of the process
variance and its monitoring and interpretation. Variographic analysis allows a breakdown of all sampling
errors leading to a unique opportunity for optimizing process sampling. In this endeavor, the 0-D sampling
principles outlined above constitute the fundamental bedrock, also in the process sampling regimen.

3.7

Heterogeneity Characterization of 1-D lots: Variography

1-D increments are often correlated along the process dimension (time and/or space), depending on the
specific heterogeneity characteristics of the elongated lot. Manufacturing, processing and production lots
will by necessity often show strong autocorrelations, while natural processes may or may not exhibit similar
characteristics. The salient issue is that variographic analysis is equally applicable for all cases.
In order to sample a 1-D lot, one of three principal sampling schemes – systematic, stratified random or
random – must be selected [2,3,8,9,13,14]. Selection of systematic sampling is necessary for initiating variographic analysis. A variogram is used to characterize autocorrelation of 1-D lots as a function of the distance
between extracted units (increments). A variogram is superior in identifying trends (increasing/decreasing)
and periodic cycles (often hidden to the naked eye) in process data.
1-D sampling requires characterization of the non-random heterogeneity fluctuations along the extended
dimension of the lot, that is, the heterogeneity between extracted increments. The heterogeneity contribution,
hm, from a 1-D increment is comprised of three parts:
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A short range fluctuation component, accounting for the heterogeneity within the particular increment
being delineated for extraction (actually the correct 0-D sampling errors FSE + GSE); now known as
PIE1. It is not a requirement that the sampling process is purged of all incorrect sampling errors (ISE)
or that ISE has been reduced below a predetermined acceptance level – but the effects of ISE will then
of course still dominate, threaten or destroy process insight and/or process control.
A long-range fluctuation contribution that describes the longer-term trends in the process. The new term
process integration error (PIE2) covers what used to be called the time fluctuation error (TFE) in earlier
literature.
A cyclic term that describes any periodic variation of the lot that gives rise to a cyclic fluctuation error
(earlier called CFE), now called PIE3.

To characterize the heterogeneity of a 1-D lot, the chronological order of the units must be included in the
analysis. Some first-hand knowledge of the process to be characterized is welcome, but ab initio variogram
analysis is always also possible. Variographic analysis will provide valuable information in the form of the
‘nugget effect’, the ‘sill’ and the ‘range’. These three key parameters describe different aspects of the process
variation and the degree to which this is embedded in incorrect sampling errors. The basics of varigraphic
analysis have been extensively described in the TOS literature [1–14].
3.7.1

Process sampling modes

Figure 3.23 illustrates the three principal modes available in process sampling. In systematic sampling a
regular interval is used between neighboring samples. With random sampling there is no pattern. The deployment of NU samples (N units) follows a random distribution over the full process interval to be analyzed.
Stratified random sampling first delineates a number of NU regular strata (NU intervals) within which random
deployment of one sample takes place. All sampling modes are of these three types, or combinations hereof.
3.7.2

The experimental variogram

For a meaningful variographic analysis a minimum of 60 increments are always required. Variographic
analysis is problem specific, that is, the lag (interdistance) between any two samples may be measured in
minutes, hours, days, weeks, or the data series may be comprised of manufactured units in which a number
of equidistant intervals take the role of the elongated dimension. It may at times be necessary to perform
two experiments, if both short and long range variation is expected to be of importance, a short range variogram being additional in such cases [2,3,13,14].
A dimensionless lag parameter, j, describes the normalized distance between any two increments:
j=

θ
θ min

(3.17)

in which θ is the absolute distance measure (minutes, meters, rank-order index etc.) and θmin is the smallest
sampling interval selected for the variographic analysis. Figure 3.24 illustrates examples of a set of growing
intervals between increments/unit pairs. If the total number of increments extracted is NU, there will be NU – 1
increment pairs with space θ, NU – 2 unit pairs with space 2θ and so on. One usually does not include sample
pairs with lags higher than half the maximum number NU/2.
The variogram function, V(j), is defined as ½ times the average squared difference in heterogeneity contributions between the sum of pairs of increments, as a function of j:
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Figure 3.23 The three basic variogram types: increasing, flat and periodic. In the lower frame a period of 9
lags can be observed superposed on an increasing variogram.

V ( j) =

1
∑ (hm+ j − hm )2
2(NU − j) m

(3.18)

The variogram function is designed to quantify the process variability in the defining lag domain by expressing the average squared difference between a set of sample pairs, all with identical inter-sample distance, j.
In order to comply with conventional statistics, strictly speaking, the above definition quantifies the double
of the variance, hence the semivariogram division by two. The variogram can also be expressed by concentrations instead of heterogeneity contributions as shown above. There are no essential distinctions between
this so-called absolute variogram (based on concentration) and the relative variogram given here, except in
cases where the individual increment masses vary highly (a distinctly unwanted situation), except that the
relative variogram to some extent compensates for unwanted large individual variations in increment masses.
Further methodological details are found in the literature [2–4,8,9,12–14]; below focus is on the use of variographics in the process analytical technology context.
The proper setting for variographic analysis is a set of 60 representative increments (this is a minimum
requirement, 100 samples is always preferable if possible, the minimum number of increments ever successfully supporting an interpretable variogram is 42), in order to cover well the specific process variations
to be characterized. It is important to select a θmin that is smaller than the most probable sampling frequency
likely to be used in routine process monitoring and QC. It will be the objective of the data analysis to
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Figure 3.24

Principal variogram illustrating the three key parameters: nugget effect [MPE, V(0)], range and sill.

determine exactly this optimal sampling frequency and also to delineate the optimal number of increments
to combine into composite samples, that is, a possible reduction of this initial sampling frequency. For this
purpose the variographic experiment can be viewed as a pilot study in which this over-sampling will be
handsomely rewarded by optimal determination of these sampling parameters. There is therefore very little
sense in being frugal with the first deployment of the experimental variogram.
Practical interpretation of the experimental variogram is the first item to address. The variogram level and
form provide valuable information on the process variation captured, as well as the quality of the sampling
procedure employed. There are only three principal variogram types encountered in process sampling, but
many more combinations hereof:
1.
2.
3.

The increasing variogram (the most often, ‘normal’ variogram shape).
The flat variogram (no autocorrelation along the lag dimension).
The periodic variogram (fluctuations superposed on an increasing or a flat variogram).

The principal variogram types are illustrated in Figure 3.24. When the basic variogram type has been identified, information on optimized 1-D sampling can be derived. The increasing variogram will be used as an
example below.
The variogram function is not defined for lag j = 0 – which would correspond to extracting the exact same
increment twice. Even though this is not physically possible, it is highly valuable to obtain information of
the likely variance corresponding to this ‘zero-point variability’ (i.e. what if it would have been possible to
repeat the exact same physical sampling). The TOS identifies this variance as MPE (minimum practical
error), which is also known as V(0).
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There are many ways to estimate V(0). In the discipline of geostatistics, tractable mathematical models
are fitted to the entire variogram, while the TOS takes a pragmatic approach, in which the first five points
of the variogram (lags 2–6) are usually back-extrapolated to intercept the ordinate axis. This corresponds
to the nugget effect, which constitutes the practical estimate of MPE (usually sufficient as an order of magnitude level estimate only, e.g. Figure 3.24).
MPE encompasses several sampling errors of prime interest in the process context: the FSE, the GSE,
the TAE and all ISEs that have not been properly eliminated or reduced, yet. MPE is thus a highly desirable
measure of the absolute minimum error that can ever be realized in practice. However, MPE is only reached
if indeed absolutely all vestiges of ISEs have been eliminated, and some form of CSE-reduction has also
been applied successfully. Although comparatively easy to estimate (by the variogram), it is usually not
without considerable practical effort to actually approach MPE in routine process sampling/monitoring. The
objective is always to reach the smallest acceptable TSE, given unavoidable time, effort and economy
brackets.
This objective most emphatically cannot be achieved by the simple act of purchasing a particular piece
of OEM equipment, whatever marketing declarations notwithstanding. It is essential to be able to analyze
professionally the design, functionality, maintenance requirements, etc. of all process sampling equipment
and solutions. The TOS constitutes the full comprehensive guarantee for all these stipulations [1–14].
When the increasing variogram becomes more or less flat, the sill has been reached. The sill of the variogram provides information on the expected maximum sampling variance if the existing autocorrelation is
not taken into account. This corresponds to an indiscriminate random sampling with time (or along the static
elongated dimension).
Conversely, with decreasing lag down to lag one (the increasing part of the variogram, but in the reverse
direction) the dropping off of the variance from the sill level is a manifestation of more and more expressed
autocorrelation, steadily becoming larger as the intersample lag becomes smaller. The range of the variogram
is found as the lag beyond which there is no longer any autocorrelation.
These three characteristic variogram parameters are illustrated in Figure 3.23. To the experienced process
sampler, these three parameters contain most of all the primary interesting information needed for sampling
error reductions and/or process monitoring and control. Proper process sampling, besides the categorical
imperative of securing a documented bias-free sample/signal acquisition, is also based on a competent variographic analysis; for more advanced analysis of the variogram, see Pitard [3].
If significant periodicity is observed in the experimental variogram, it is essential to make sure that the
sampling frequency is not close to, and absolutely never identical to this period [2,3,9–13]. Also the specific
sampling mode (random sampling: ra, systematic sampling: sy and stratified random sampling: st) becomes
important. From the standard variogram (equidistant sampling) it is also possible to simulate the TSE effects
of the two other sampling modes [2,3,9,12,13].
From the variographic experiment an optimal sampling plan can be derived. This includes finding practical ways to minimize TSE. Full technical descriptions can be found in [2,3,8,9–13], a practical summary of
which would look like this:

•
•

C

Avoid extracting increments with a frequency coinciding with a period. Doing so will significantly
underestimate the true variation of the process.
In general, the stratified random sampling mode (st) will always lead to optimal results (absolute lowest
TSE), but systematic sampling (sy) will in many cases be just as effective, and almost always much
easier to implement. When the objective is to derive maximum of reliable information from process
monitoring, the TOS is adamant in that random sampling (ra) should never be used. The reality is often
otherwise in many industrial environments, in which grab sampling (at more or less random time points)
often still rule the day (see Figure 3.9).
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Sampling with a frequency below the range will ensure that the process autocorrelation in effect reduces
the sampling variation, dependent upon the effect of possibly combining increments into composite
samples (see further below).
V(0) is identical to the estimate the minimal practical sampling error MPE. From this further breakdown
of the constituent error sources is often possible [2,3,9,12,13,].

3.7.3

Sampling plan simulation and estimation of TSE

Estimation of TSE is now easy, as it follows directly from the same basic calculations attending the experimental variogram. At no additional sampling or analytical cost, it is now possible to reliably simulate all
conceivable sampling procedures that might be conceived for improvement of a current sampling process.
A successful variographic analysis thus allows a complete ‘what if’ simulation of all possible sampling
plans, campaigns, etc.
Any process sampling scheme (sy) is fully characterized by two intrinsic parameters only: the sampling
rate, r, and Q, the number of increments per sample one is willing to composite in order to reduce TSE if
deemed too large. This simulation should be designed so as to evaluate all desired combinations of Q at
each potential sampling rate of interest r. For practical reasons the sampling rate is often quantified by the
inversely related lag distance. This simulation can be performed using any existing commercial software
for variogram calculation (or by freeware alternatives). In Figure 3.25 the lower right panel delineates the
estimated TSE, either in absolute units corresponding to the units for original data series, or in relative [%]
units.
A standard range for Q spanning 2, 4, 8 increments can often be used as a starting point (but the user
needs to be able to specify any Q). This corresponds to substituting all individual increments in the variographic experiment (initially considered samples in their own right Q = 1), by composite samples made up
of 2, 4 or 8 increments instead. These simulated composite samples are centered on the average individual
sampling times, or locations. In addition, useful variogram software must also allow for completely free
specification of the sampling rate, r.
Together, these features allow simulation of any specific sampling scheme that might be envisaged for a
particular process sampling situation. Based on only one correctly sampled data set (60–100 samples), all
possible sampling scenarios can be simulated at no extra cost. Obviously, the data set for the variographic
experiment must be as representative as possible of the prevalent process behavior, hence the mild insistence
on the higher end of the interval of 60–100 samples (increments). It will always be a specific, problemdependent challenge to select such a data set. Local process knowledge and experience is at a premium in
all such undertakings, and is much more important than any standard statistical prescriptions that may be
gleaned from the literature.
On this basis it is easy to zoom in on an optimal sampling strategy by inspecting the plot of TSE as a
function of Q and r. The best approach is to inspect the TSE panels, as illustrated in Figure 3.25 (bottom
right panel), to decide on which direction will provide the steepest reduction (steepest descent) in TSE. This
will either be by use of a higher sampling rate r, or by using more increments Q. For the variographic
experiment represented by Figure 3.25, it is clear that composite sampling is by far the most effective way
to decrease TSE. If both parameters appear to influence in an equal fashion, any combination may be chosen
which will then also be able better to satisfy external, especially economical or practical, constraints. It may
perhaps seem easier to include more increments in a composite sample, or vice versa. Increasing the sampling
rate may appeal in other situations, often influenced by the existing sampling equipment (correct cross-cutter
equipment only). Be this as it may, this is also heavily dependent on the specific lot heterogeneity and other
available sampling options. All TSE simulations are real-time, and there is no extra sampling or computation
necessary. This is the singular most powerful aspect of variographic analysis. The user should always also
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Figure 3.25 Illustration of comprehensive variographic analysis. Top panels show original data series (left) and
its rendition in heterogeneity contributions (right). Bottom panels, (left): the experimental variogram; (right) TSE
estimations for the user-specified set of sampling rate, r, and Q.

invoke his/her own creativity and sampling experience pitted against the realities of the pertinent economic,
practical or other constraints in this context.
3.7.4

TSE estimation for 0-D lots – batch sampling

1-D variography allows verification whether current TSE is below a priori determined levels or not. A
comparable quantitative sampling effect of DHL for 0-D lots (batch sampling), that is, the 0-D TSE, which
can also be estimated with ease. In practice this is done by extracting and analyzing a number of replicate
samples covering the entire geometry of the lot and calculating the resulting empirical variance based on
the resulting analytical results. Often a relatively small number of primary samples will suffice, though never
less than 10 – preferably more – as the validity of the TSE estimate is directly related to the degree of
representativity of this number of samples with respect to the entire lot heterogeneity, DH. This procedure
is termed a replication experiment. It is critical that replication involves the entire sampling and analysis
chain, especially that the primary sampling is replicated in a completely independent fashion, including all
subsampling and mass-reduction stages, sample preparation etc. It is of course an ideal requirement that all
ISEs have indeed been eliminated, i.e. that only correct sampling is employed, lest the estimated total sam-
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pling variance be completely inflated by the inconstant bias incurred. Esbensen and Julius [19] give a
delineation of the replication experiment in more detail.
3.7.5

Corporate QC benefits of variographic analysis

From a practical sampling point of view, the proportion between V(0) versus sill levels in a variogram
provides essential information regarding the quality and reliability of sampling and analysis vs. optimal
insight into process variation. Both are important objectives in the process QC regimen. Consider as an
example the situation in which a multinational company owns production units in several countries, in which
local raw materials are used exclusively (bulk raw materials cannot be shipped between countries for economic reasons). The company is under heavy market obligations to produce identical products within strict
specifications, irrespective of country of origin. In contrast to raw materials, products can be, and are, in
fact often shipped between countries. The company produces a line of many different products within a
wide industrial sector, but the variographic analyses below concerns one specific product only, the volumetrically and economically most important one. The results below are inspired by a real-world company
and data sets, which have been suitably cryptized for propriety reasons, as have the product type. But to set
the general scene, consider value-added marine products in the food/feed sector. Another example would
be finished and semifinished products for the construction industry, or similar. The essential issue here is a
bulk product, whose QC is critical.
Figure 3.26 juxtaposes results of variographic analysis from six different production sites in a multinational company context. Sites A, B, C, E, and F all use the same production process, while site D has been
allowed to maintain an earlier process – due to local claims of equal efficiency. It was originally decided
to allow this, but only if a relevant comparison could justify this claim. Thus the regional manager in charge
of quality control ordered a ‘relevant comparison’ to be made. Luckily this coincided with introduction of
new competencies in the company regarding chemometrics/PAT/TOS, so six experimental variograms could
be ordered and developed with relative ease. Because of an informed central QC officer and local TOS
competencies, it was possible to base the comparison on identical sampling rates, etc. For this comparison,
analysis based on each individual increment was deemed optimal.
This comparison revealed not only an inconvenient truth regarding the production process at site D, but
also other surprising distinctions between the five sites/processes hitherto assumed to be operating with
about equal reliability and efficiency. With reference to the basic decomposition features of any variogram
(Figure 3.24), the following can be concluded from the results presented in Figure 3.26.

•
•
•
•
•

Site A is by far the best operating site: very low process variability, very low sill (TSE).
Sites B and F also display low sills (TSE), only a factor 1.5–2 higher than that of A.
Site C displays a TSE approximately three times that of A. This was deemed too high
for corporate comfort.
Sites D and E operate with the highest TSE, approximately four times that of site A, very clearly also
out of any acceptance zone.

Further:

•

Sites A and D experience TSE to such a magnitude that no process variation can be observed at all (MPE
equals the sill – a flat variogram). This is caused either by a production process in complete control, site
A, or by the least efficient process sampling within this particular corporation, site D, actually caused
by a completely unacceptable sampling procedure.
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Figure 3.26 Variogram analysis of one identical product from six different production sites – from six different
countries, each employing local raw materials only. Six variograms allow for vital corporate comparison of
process stability/quality versus sampling (see text for full details). Sill levels for all six cases are highlighted.

•

•
C

Sites B, C, E, F all, to varying degrees, display a MPE significantly lower than their respective sills. All
these sites thus operate with a TSE so much in control that the relevant process variability can indeed
be reliably observed. However for site C, half the sill level is MPE, which likely indicate that significant
ISE is still present. Contrary to this, sites B, E and F possess such low MPE that this issue warrants no
further action. For these sites, most (B, E) or all (F) of the sill variation beyond the range reflects pure,
uncompromised process variation.
For site B the variogram shows a significantly large range (15 lags), indicating that there are ample
opportunities available to invoke composite sampling to lower the TSE (approaching the MPE level) if
so desired. For sites C, E and F, the range is smaller (approx. 5–7 lags in all cases) - here the autocorrelation is stronger (C, E).
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The corporate conclusions from this audit were:
1.
2.
3.

The three sites with significant high sill levels were ordered a complete TOS-evaluation of their process
sampling (C, D, and E).
Sites with low sill levels (as measured by in-house corporate thresholds) were deemed ‘fit for purpose’
(A, B, F).
Site E was directed to look into its marked lack of process stability. TSE issues could easily be brought
under control using composite sampling.

Comprehensive quality control could here be carried out at on unambiguous quantitative basis, with full site
specificity, based on only six experimental variograms.
Variography constitutes a much overlooked QC tool in the process industry at large, and particularly
within PAT. This feature is not restricted to industrial processes. Many natural processes can be characterized by variography as well. Examples include many types of time-series, geographical transects, etc. There
is a grading overlap with the science of geostatistics.
Repeated variographic analysis on experimental data sets obtained at relevant QC intervals at the same
plant or production unit (machine, oven, reactor, etc.) will allow the same range of possibilities for characterization as shown above. All irregularities in the process (manufacturing, processing, natural,, etc.), e.g.
trends, periodicities, upsets, change(s) in sampling error manifestations will lead to a change in the variogram
(either in sill level, nugget effect (MPE), range, or in the form of the variogram). Process engineers and
other QC personnel must be fully conversant with process sampling and variographic analysis in order to
reap these and many other advantages. More details concerning process sampling variograhic analysis can
be found in references [3,13,14].
It will become clear that a complete QC check-up should consist of repeated variographic analysis combined with a test set validation, at appropriate time intervals commensurate with the production or plant situation at hand.

3.8

Data Quality – New Insight from the TOS

Data quality is a broad, often loosely defined term. There are many problem- and discipline-related definitions to be found in the literature. This section shall not try to define data quality in any comprehensive, far
less complete sense – suffice to denounce any definition that does not include the specific aspect of sample
representativity however. Data is often equated with information, but this can only be in a hidden, potential
form. Only data analysis together with interpretation may reveal ‘information’ – which will always be in a
particular problem-specific context only. Such issues are not usually seen as problematic in chemometrics
and in PAT, where the pre-history of a data table (‘data’) in general receives but scant attention. One relevant, major exception is Martens and Martens (2001) [26] who focus comprehensively on ‘Multivariate
Analysis of Quality’. But even here there is a narrow focus on quality of information only, defined as ‘…
dependent on reliability and relevance’, without further clarifying the definition of these open-ended
adjectives.
In as much as the present TOS exposé has specified clearly that ‘reliable analytical information’ derives
from ‘reliable analytical results (data)’, meaning analytical results exclusively stemming from representative
samples and commensurate sampling plans, it stands to reason that any definition of data quality perforce
must include reflections/reference to representative sampling. Thus it is crucial also to contemplate the
specific origin(s) of any data set in the context of the TOS.
From the perspective presented in this chapter, manipulations and ‘modeling of data’ without proper
considerations as to their representativity (strictly speaking the representativity of the samples analyzed)
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may not necessarily always end well. Lack of respect for the basic rules delineated in the TOS, i.e. focus
on the data alone, constitute a sin-by-omission. In the context of PAT all aspects related to process analytical
sampling (0-D and 1-D TOS) are today still very much in their infancy. The TOS indeed constitutes a missing
link in PAT.
What is usually called ‘measurement error’ typically only relates to the X-data (instrumental signal errors).
However even where the magnitude of this type of error is at a maximum, it is only of the same order of
magnitude as the analytical errors, making this type of error almost as irrelevant as TAE compared to the
TSE (and its breakdown). In spite of this insight, fierce debates over data quality, measurement errors, ‘data
analysis robustness’ and similar break out in chemometric and data analysis circles regularly. This completely misses the mark in view of the relative magnitude of signal/instrument vs. sampling errors as only
fully revealed by the TOS’ more than 50 years’ of experience: TSE is typically can range anywhere between
20–100 times larger than TAE.

3.9

Validation in Chemometrics and PAT

Section 3.8 also has a direct bearing on the issue of proper validation in data analysis/data modeling in
chemometrics and PAT. Validation is concerned with validating the performance of data analytical models,
be it e.g. for prediction, classification, time series forecasting or similar. Also here the TOS’ framework in
general, and process sampling in particular, sheds new light on the oldest evergreen in chemometrics: how
to validate?
In statistics, data analysis and chemometrics, a much favored method of validation is cross-validation, in
which a subset of the training set performs similarly as an apparent ‘test set’ in a cumulative sequential
fashion. Depending on the fraction of training set samples (totaling N) held out of the contemporary submodeling to be used for validation a optional number of no less than (N − 1) potential cross-validation
segments can be chosen in the interval [2, 3, 4 … (N − 1), N]. Various schools of thought of cross-validation
have developed within chemometrics, some favoring full cross-validation (one object per segment; N
segments in total), some defining ten as the canonical number of segments (ten segments, each with 10%
of N objects), as well as other schemes, while a minority recognize that there is in fact more complexity
to the matter than selecting a particular number from this range of (N − 1) variants of cross-validation.
But usually there is more focus on strict adherence to some form of fixed cross-validation procedure,
or other, than openness with respect to the precise assumptions behind cross-validation. This comprehension
has hitherto not received much attention in chemometrics and PAT. The TOS illuminates this issue
clearly.
Esbensen [27] analyzes the fundamental aspects of cross-validation versus test set validation, further corroborated and effectively illustrated by Esbensen and Lied [28]. The general conclusion is that cross-validation is only a simulation of test set validation, in form strikingly similar, but most emphatically not in
essence. By design, cross-validation specifically works on only one (training) data set, in which context a
series of submodels are established based on part of this data set only. All submodels have a smaller basis
than the entire training set. By sequential exclusion of one object, or one segment, to be used for validation,
the mechanics of cross-validation is often misconstrued as being similar to using an external (test) data set.
Unfortunately this is a critically faulty comparison, as left-out data are immediately replaced in the training
data set when other objects/segments in turn are excluded. Any two submodels in fact have (N − 2) objects
in common (full cross-validation); similarly with respect to segments. Many arguments in favor of crossvalidation have been marshaled: ‘Easy, effective, easy-to-program, saves money (no need for doubling the
analytical costs (Y)’. The fact is that all these arguments miss the singular, critical issue: there is only ever
one data set involved in cross-validation.
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The underlying assumption is further that this procedure leads to information as to the future performance
of the full N-object model; but this is an equally flawed assumption. This procedure has patently no link to
any new data set, ‘new measurements’, generated after the model has been established and cross-validated.
In reality, all that cross-validation delivers is a measure of internal training set stability with respect to subsetting (sequential exclusion of one object, or one segment).
The essential characteristic of a proper test set is that it represents a new ‘drawing from the population’,
realized as a new, independent [X,Y] data set specifically not used in the modeling. It is evident that any
N-object data set constitute but only one specific realization of an N-tuple of individual TSE materializations.
It takes a completely new ensemble of objects, the test set, to secure a second manifestation. All new measurements, for example when a PAT model is used for the purpose of automated prediction, constitute precisely such a new drawing/sampling. All new measurement situations are therefore to be likened to a test
set – and this is exactly what is missing in all forms of cross-validation.
The main lesson from more than 50 years of experience with TOS is that there is no such thing as a
constant sampling bias; it changes with every new extraction from heterogeneous material. From this follows
that there can never be a guarantee that the specific training set realization will also be representative with
respect to (all) future data sets. It will therefore always be necessary to invoke one test set (at least) in any
serious validation of future data model performance. TSE for the new data set is not identical to TSE for
the training set precisely because of the heterogeneity of the lot from which both sets originate. Incorporating
the second data set in the validation is therefore the only way in which to allow information from both TSE
materializations to influence the validation.
While the training set is only used for modeling, the test set is only used for performance testing. In
prediction performance for example, the predicted values represent new X-data used as input to the training
set model, which then predicts the corresponding Y-values (Yi,predict) – to be compared with the test set Yi,reference
values:
n

∑ (Y

i , pred

RMSEP =

− Yi ,reference )

2

i =1

n

(3.19)

From the above discussion it follows that all types, variants or schemes of the cross-validation type by
necessity must be inferior, indeed unscientific [27,28], precisely because no TSE-contributions from any
future data set is ever validated. Only test set validation stands up to the logical demands of the validation
imperative itself. Cross-validation is therefore logically and scientifically discredited and must never be used
as a replacement for a true test; if cross-validation is used, this must always be accompanied by appropriate
warnings [27,28].
Admittedly there do exist a few, rare situations in which no option for test set validation is possible
(historical data, very small data sets, other …). In such cross-validation finds its only legitimate application
area (NB None of these situations must result from voluntary decisions made by the data analyst, however).
In historical data there simply does not exist the option to make any resampling, etc. In small data sets, this
option might have existed, but perhaps went unused because of negligence – or this ‘small sample case’
may be fully legitimate.
The salient issue is here: why insist on validating such a small data set in the first place? Even the basis
for modeling is already dangerously weak as it is. Better not to validate at all, but put all efforts into securing a more sufficient data basis [X,Y]. Whenever legitimate cross-validation is applied, only two-segment
cross-validation has any merit, though principally still flawed [27,28] contains the proper argumentation in
more detail.
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Within process sampling, there are many opinions as to optimal definition of the training set versus the
test set. In a 5 year data series for example, would the first 3 years constitute a viable (optimal?) training
set, with the last 2 years serving as an appropriate test set? Substitute month, week or day for year – the
principal issue is identical. Or would pruning over the entire 5-year (-month, -week, -day) set be a better
solution, for example taking out every fifth sample to make up the test set (20% relative to the 80% training
set)? With process sampling there will always be many local, problem-specific variations of this common
theme. But most process sampling scenarios are in fact more complicated than a simple carrying over of
0-D notions and experiences and may include trends, seasonality or even more complex issues (process
upsets).
The TOS has made specific allowance for the first two general factors in the form of the time fluctuation
error (PIE2) and the cyclic fluctuation error (PIE3) respectively. Process sampling schemes not derived from
a proper variographic basis will always be in danger of not having captured the essence of the interrelationships between the current (or TOS improved) sampling procedures and the process variations. One excellent
validation consists in repeating the variographic experiment at regular intervals. Consistent variograms must
reflect that both process variations as well as TSE are under proper control. Deviations can be observed
immediately, and variographic analysis allows swift decomposition into the relevant MPE, ICS and CSE,
from which the most relevant counteraction will be unambiguously indicated. Repeated variographic characterization in fact constitutes a novel validation approach, specifically in line with the general objectives
of PAT. A similar repetition of a test set validation should accompany this – in order for reliable QC in
PAT domain to have been fully documented.

3.10

Summary

1.

The fundamental principles for representative sampling and effective counteractions towards heterogeneity were delineated for batch sampling (0-D) as well as process sampling (1-D). All principles are
contained in the theory of sampling (TOS).
2. First priority is always elimination of sampling bias as generated by ISE (IDE, IEE, IWE, IPE). This
principle reigns supreme for both 0-D and 1-D scenarios. If this imperative is not adhered to, sampling
will be but an exercise in futility. All principal ISE-eliminating procedures for process sampling were
delineated, and further literature was offered in abundance.
3. It is vain to address the subsequent objective of CSE-reduction without unconditional commitment to
and respect for the rules for sampling correctness. All pertinent specifications were given above.
Nobody and no science (chemometrics included) will be able to escape from neglect without suffering
significant scientific and economic penalties.
4. CSE reduction is a matter of thorough mixing (‘homogenization’), applying composite subsampling
with many, small increments or reduction of the top particle diameter (crushing) [0-D]. In process
sampling however, the practical possibilities are often limited to optimization of sampling rate, r, and/
or how many increments, Q, to composite. Process sampling offers a unique, powerful data analytical
facility for this, variography.
5. Process variography provides verification whether current TSE is below a priori determined, acceptable levels or not. For 0-D, this may be accomplished, for example by performing a replication experiment on the complete sampling procedure ten times (independently). It is essential that replication
includes all aspects of the current sampling process from primary sampling to analytical result.
McClellan and Kowalski [18] gives a brief delineation of the so-called ‘replication experiment’, which
can be employed in the 0-D as well as in the 1-D domains.
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If TSE levels are verified as higher than acceptable, sampling and analysis is to be terminated with
prejudice, as the data generated are unreliable, futile and a waste of practical effort. It is an economic
waste to sample, monitor or make decisions based on a documentable inferior basis.
Such conclusions (termination) can prevent economic losses or disasters with a minimum of capital
outlay. The TOS comprises everything needed to improve on any inferior sampling process or procedure. The present chapter is but an introduction sufficient for the process analytical domain. The reader
is also referred to the literature list and the secondary literature referenced herein.
Variographic analysis is an effective QC tool in the corporate setting. Variographic nugget effects
versus sill levels (absolute and relative) provide insight into TSE and all ISE present, allowing for
meaningful comparison between production sites, competing manufacturing process, etc. A variogram
can also be used as a quality assurance tool by repeated monitoring of any one process in time guarding against e.g. upsets, trends, unknown periodicities.
A full QC check of the PAT-monitoring system employed should consist of repeated variographic
analysis and test set validation at appropriate time intervals commensurate with the production or plant
situation.
This chapter introduced application of simple variographic experiments as a basis for problemdependent deliberations as to an optimal deployment of increment/sample sampling rate, r, and/or
compositing using Q increments/sample. The variographic experiment constitutes the most powerful
process sampling data analysis tool available.
There are several variographic software packages available including freeware versions commensurate
with the above demand for proficiency. All of these can perform the necessary data analysis shown
above; a few sampling consultant programs include more advanced features as well.
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